
"Uags Bothy" 

(And How Not To Cross A Bog) 

 

 

 

I'd already slipped and plunged my right foot in a burn while trying to avoid stepping on the 

primroses.    I was now scanning ahead for the path that I'd lost again,  instead of paying attention to  

what was in front me,  when I placed my already damp right foot in the bog - as well as soggy feet,  

socks and boots my Ronhill clad right leg was now damp to near mid calf height.     There should 

have been stop signs,  go back signs,  do not enter signs - there should have been alarm bells ringing 

and claxons blasting but no,  there was none of this!    

 

 
 



Instead brain engaged and spoke to feet "you are already wet - you can't get much wetter - you 

might as well keep going".   Left foot reacted and stepped forward - "bugger" said left leg as it was 

completely plunged crotch deep in water - leaving right leg somewhat floundering - "oops" said 

brain - "what brain" said legs.   Left leg did not want to part company with bog - boot was trying to 

part company with foot - "feck" said me!   Luckily I just had a wee running sack on my back.   With 

both hands pressing down on some slightly firmer vegetation to try and give myself some leverage I 

manage to extricate both my leg and boot - I am now in a commando crawling position on top of the 

bog!   I tried to stand up but just start sinking again and thus crawled back to terra firma and 

resumed a more upright stance - I scanned my surroundings - I knew Sara and Colin weren't far 

behind me - I hope they hadn't seen my little epic! 

 

As if on cue the sun came out and stayed with me most of the rest of the walk.   Brain and legs 

seemed to have settled their differences,  my Ronhills dried in no time and we made good progress 

to Uags Bothy. 

 

 
 

Arriving at Uags is one of those "wow" moments - words or pictures don't do it justice - I'd like to 

keep it secret and keep it mine but knowing that just over this weekend alone 5 OMC'rs went on 

Saturday and 5 (including me) on Sunday and who else besides,  I think the secret is already out!   

 

For the latter part of my walk I was blessed with sunshine and there was no wee biting beasties.   If 

you lose the path like I did,  you are largely crossing slightly undulating terrain,  varying mostly 

between tussocky heather and sometimes boggy ground.   Just before you arrive  you leave the 

heather and descend a short distance through a small stand of old birch trees and there is the bothy 

in a beautiful sheltered cove with views to the snow capped Skye Cuillins beyond - beautiful and the 

sound of silence was amazing - feck that sounds corny but it was truly amazing. 

 

Uags is looked after by the MBA and very well looked after it is - I want to move in - next time I will 

be taking my sleeping bag - I just need someone to come with me to cook me mussels for my dinner. 

 

Unfortunately  I couldn't say for long - I had a hire car to return to Stirling that night - surprisingly I 

followed the path all the way back - how does that happen? 

Lucy McNee 


